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Background to the Building Excellence Group and credentials. 

The Building Excellence Group is an umbrella under which leading Green Building Consultants, Renewable Energy 

Consultants and Accredited Building Rating Assessors strive to help deliver better homes and buildings throughout New 

Zealand. 

With significant depth of exposure to the interface between Building Developers, Architects, Construction Companies and 

Building related standards (whether the NZ Building Code or Green Building Rating programmes such as Green Star and 

Homestar), the Building Excellence Group has benefitted from a wide view point, with the ability to observe what has 

successfully generated the medium to large scale uptake of improved energy efficiency in the Building Industry, and what 

has created friction and push-back. 

The Building Excellence Group has already helped nearly $2 Billion worth of new buildings (both commercial and residential) 

achieve improved energy and emissions levels. 

 

Executive Summary  

Overall, the Building Excellence Group is supportive of the draft report and congratulates both the Productivity Commission 

and Government for helping focus New Zealand onto a pathway that aligns with leading international countries, conventions 

and resulting agreements. 

Feedback is provided here predominantly in relation to section 15 of the draft report. 

While the draft report discusses the importance and details of ensuring new and up-coming building stock is to the highest 

possible standards (as the energy and carbon impacts of buildings constructed today will need to be taken into New 

Zealand’s carbon accounting data for the coming 50-80 years), the conclusions of chapter 15.5 appear to completely 

dismiss any need for the Zero Carbon Bill to provide explicit guidance, standard or benchmarks in relation to the Building 

Industry, citing 2 reasons: 

1) NZ Buildings consume predominantly electricity as a form of energy, and since the NZ electrical grid is already 

around 80% renewable then buildings are by default relatively “low emissions”, 

2) Anything to do with improving the energy efficiency and associated carbon emissions from buildings will be picked 

up by the improvements to the Building Code and Planning Policy.  

It must be said that allowing the Productivity Commission’s report to make such potential conclusions available for policy-

setters to work with is leaving much to be desired in terms of expected improvements to the NZ Building Industry. 

The Zero Carbon Bill is the Country’s best opportunity to set the right guidance and benchmarks for all other policy-setting 

entities in the Built Environment (including Building Code and Planning Policy) to subsequently align all standards, 

legislation, support and the Construction Industry itself to ensure better performing buildings, that will contribute positively 

towards national energy and carbon targets. 

Failing to ensure New Zealand Homes and Buildings are clearly addressed by this report and the Zero Carbon Bill will leave 

a void in the necessary guidance and vision-setting for New Zealand’s Built Environment, and this will prevent the 

opportunity for rapid (and necessary) improvements to take place. The afore-mentioned Building Code and Planning Policy 

entities will not be provided with a compelling target or requirement to set improved standards accordingly, and a lack of 

consistency and common-policy will result in little to no improvements taking place (and when combined with the predicted 

evening peak load from people charging electric cars at home after work, may indeed result in an actual increase to NZ 

carbon emissions as electricity generators turn to the flexibility of Gas Turbines for servicing the sudden huge demand 

spikes on the grid). Current New Zealand buildings standards rank among the poorest in all OECD countries. This seems 

contrary to Government’s overall intentions to improve the housing sector and the associated benefits relating to improved 

warmth, energy efficiency and health of building occupants. 
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Feedback on the Productivity Commission's draft report on transitioning to a low-emissions economy 

Rather than providing an lengthy submission on each and every item nominated in section 15 of the draft report, this 

feedback document will simply highlight a few of the key inaccuracies and inconsistencies that may be worth amending 

before the final version of the report is published and presented to Government. 

 

 

Statement 

 

Feedback: This is a key metric and reason to suggest that the Zero Carbon Bill should indeed clearly set standards for 

reduction in on-going energy demand of buildings. The draft report clearly identifies that the supply of electricity from the grid 

will need to substantially increase to accommodate the switch to electric vehicles nation-wide, leaving a seriously limited 

opportunity to allocate any additional electricity consumption to growth in the Building Stock (a much needed growth to 

compensate for housing shortages and population increase). In addition, the residential sector’s evening peak energy 

demand will coincide with commuters returning home and charging the electric vehicles, leading to a compounded impact 

and sudden load increase that cannot be satisfied through renewable energy (Solar PV does not generate electricity in the 

evenings and wind power is not consistent), excluding hydro, however there is a limit on how many additional valleys can be 

flooded to build dams, which leads to the large scale release of carbon emissions in its own right through decay of 

vegetation in the flooded valley. As pointed out by the report and its reference to a previous comment from the New Zealand 

Green Building Council 

 

 

Statement 

“Establishing an effective price on emissions is the most efficient mitigation strategy for most of the emissions 

generated from the built environment”     AND     “A more effective emissions price would further incentivise the 

uptake of technologies that improve building efficiency and reduce electricity use during periods of high demand.” 

Feedback: While it is agreed that an effective price on emissions, when combined with the right positive incentives is a key 

component for the Zero Carbon Bill in its wider form, the statement that on its own this would be the most efficient mitigation 

strategy when it comes to buildings is factually incorrect. The report itself identifies that buildings, throughout their largest 

impact period (i.e. 50-80 years of occupation) are being predominantly supplied through electricity rather than other forms of 

energy or fossil fuels. Since the electrical grid in NZ is 80% renewable, this means carbon pricing would in fact only have 

20% of the potential “driver for change” effect and have very limited benefit on uptake of energy efficiency measures in 

buildings.  

Overall, an increased price on carbon emissions alone would not be the most efficient mitigation strategy when it comes to 

buildings. It will generate only very limited change relating to the long term operational impact of buildings, while 

simultaneously leading to increased pricing in construction costs (through taxing emissions relating to the construction 

machinery, supply chain manufacturing emissions and building equipment transport vehicles). Increased construction costs 

are an already existing trend we are aiming to reduce and mitigate, rather than aggravate. 
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Figure 15.1 

This figure in its current format (see left graphic) is a mis-representation of the impact of buildings and it would be more 

accurate if the figure was shown as per the proposed representation in the right graphic. 

 

               

 

 

 

Statement 

low-emissions construction.  

Feedback: If this report does not set clear targets and standards to be reached in relation to improved building energy 

efficiency, then it is unlikely that sufficient drive or reason will be provided for Building Code to undertake reviews or set 

more stringent targets relating to operational building energy use or to low-emissions construction practices. 

 

 

 

As per above, if this is not included as explicit targets set within the Carbon Zero Bill itself, then it will limit the ability for all 
other (and subsequent) policies and regulations to be adequately aligned and perceived as acceptable by the Building 
Industry. 
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Conclusions and recommendations 

Due to the unique situation pertaining to New Zealand’s Built Environment (i.e. that buildings in NZ consume predominantly 
electricity and the New Zealand grid currently consists of around 80%  renewable energy generation), there is a risk that 
focussing the Productivity Commission’s report and Government’s proposed Bill on carbon emissions alone may lead to 
perverse effects in the Built Environment and a lack of progress for the Building Industry in general, leaving New Zealand 
lag far behind other EOCD Countries. 
 
In reality, the concepts of carbon emissions and energy consumption are inseparable. The compounded impacts of 
simultaneous peak demand loads from increased evening electric vehicle charging and evening energy use in 
residential dwellings is likely to result in the construction of electricity generation facilities that rely on Combined Cycle Gas 
Turbine technology rather than renewables, due to its increased flexibility and ability to rapidly ramp up or down, to satisfy 
the afore-mentioned peak loads. This would result in a net increase to carbon emissions in New Zealand, rather than 
helping deliver the goal of carbon zero by 2050. 
 
The draft report has established that buildings are the single largest consumer of electricity in New Zealand. It is 
therefore essential to ensure that the Built Environment is given maximum incentive, through the Zero Carbon Bill, to reduce 
energy consumption and peak loads*. If such targets for the Built Environment are not set in an explicit manner then it 
is unlikely NZ Building Code and Planning Policy alone with have the necessary tools to ensure the necessary 
improvements are made to buildings.  
 
The Productivity Commission may wish to consider and recommend the potential positive impacts and drivers for 

change that could be achieved through a two-phase process, such as: 

 
1) A Government-led mandate requiring NZ Homes and Buildings to display (at time of property sale & 

purchase) an assessment of their predicted energy consumption and carbon emissions. This would provide 
information to potential new buyers of the likely carbon tax to be paid on the property as part of Council rates (with 
any improvement and lower emissions as measured through a new assessment leading to reduced carbon tax on 
Council rates) 

 
2) Phase in (through legislation) additional criteria, including reduced use of electricity and peak demand. 

This could be matched with positive financial incentives, once again (as above) if the building owner undertakes 
an updated assessment to demonstrate reduced energy demand and emissions, this could be used to claim a 
lower carbon tax on Council rates. 
 

A key factor to the success of the above 2 two-phase approach would be that any such energy consumption and carbon 
emissions rating system/assessment will need to be a low-cost and highly streamlined assessment tool, ensuring it is 
embraced and adopted in the market rather than resisted. A proposed sample of what a property assessment 
report/certificate could look like is provided on the next page. (Please note the current sample report/certificate also includes a 

benchmark for water efficiency of properties, which can be ignored for the purpose of this submission) 
 
 
 
-------------------------------------- 
 
*  (and it may also be essential to consider legislation around the restriction on charging electric vehicles at certain times it the evenings) 
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